I understand that we peasants aren't supposed to find out about this until it is signed, sealed, and delivered........and you are permitted to steal what little is left of the middle classes' savings in a desperate attempt to save the dollar.

There is no other description of this other than planned, legitimized blatant theft.

You'll probably spend a few billion for propaganda ....but I think more of us than you believe will understand exactly what it is you are planning. Oddly enough, the only people who seriously depend on their 401(k)s and IRAs for retirement, to meet medical costs, and to cover college costs are the middle class. So ...it doesn't matter, does it? Its just the peasants who will be forced to participate in the futile effort.

It would be stunning at this point to see some politician be a profile in courage and stop you. But I've given up hoping for that. In fact, this goes thru, there will be no point whatsoever believing there's any hope left for this country. You will have shown us that we don't have a democracy in blazing neon lights fifty feet high that we don't have a democracy any more......we have a society ruled by a tiny bank elite, supported by 299,999,999 million paupers. Latin America, anyone?

Be proud of yourself for this "nifty" idea.